Abstract: Mutual trust is the most important basis in social networks. However, many malicious nodes often deceive, collaboratively cheat, and maliciously recommend other nodes for getting the more benefits. Meanwhile, because of lacking effective incentive strategy, many nodes are neither to evaluate nor to recommend. Thus, malicious actions have been aggravated in social networks. To solve these issues, we designed a bidding strategy to incentivise nodes to do their best to recommend or evaluate service node. At the same time, we also employed TOPSIS method of selecting a correct service node for system from networks. To guarantee reliability of service node selected, we brought recommendation time influential function, service content similarity function and recommendation acquaintance function into the model to compute general trust of node. Finally, we gave an update method for trust degree of node and experiments analysis.
Introduction
With the boom and flourish of social networks, mutual trust has become one of prerequisites of all services in social networks. Because the establishment of trust relationship is a complicated and progressive process which includes interaction history, service contents, trustworthy recommendation, trust management (TM), emotion and psychology, etc., TM system must also be a complex system of involving multi-factors. Therefore, how to build a completed trust evaluation model becomes one of the most important works for the current social networks.
However, we met a series of serious issues in process of trust relationship building on social networks. Firstly, many nodes are neither to evaluate quality of service of service nodes, nor to recommend right service nodes for system after service finished because of the lack of effective incentive strategy. Secondly, because there is related benefits relationship among a few nodes, these nodes often cheat collaboratively and recommend maliciously, for example, many nodes combine or consult each other in private for improving their trust degree or get more rewards in order to get more service chances and extra-rewards. So it is worth asking whether their recommendation is credibility. Thirdly, it is a difficult thing for system to select a right service node from a lot of cyber service nodes.
In this paper, we established a trust evaluation model based on bidding and multi-attributes for social networks. We firstly designed a bidding strategy so as to incentivise cyber nodes to evaluate and recommend other right nodes actively. In this way, nodes' enthusiasm will be activated enough and these participants will also get corresponding rewards, more service resources and chances. In the meantime, we employed TOPSIS method as selecting right service node in order to overcome the defect of randomly selecting service nodes in past trust models, in which we used entropy weight to insure that selecting service attributes are objective and accurate. Moreover, system can compute the best order of service nodes by TOPSIS. In addition, the accuracy of node selected is ensured by the credibility of node service. To assure the credibility of node service, we brought recommendation time influential function, service content similarity function and recommendation acquaintance function into the model for computing general trust of nodes. Besides these, we also proposed an updating method of recommendation trust based on multi-attributions.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the recent researches in this field. Sections 3 and 4 discuss bidding strategy, trust computation model and selection method of service node based on entropy weight and TOPSIS. Section 5 is comprehensive trust computation of service nodes and the credibility evaluation of node recommended. Section 6 gives updating method of recommendation trust. Section 7 is to simulate experiments and results analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
Relate works
TM, firstly proposed by Blaze et al. (1996) , is aimed at solving trust issues in large-scale distributed computing. Later, the corresponding TM system PolicyMaker and KeyNote (Blaze et al., 1998) were designed on this basis. Sabater and Sierra (2001) proposed a trust system called REGRET which computes the final trust value of nodes by integrating varied reputation with a graded ontology structure and social networks analysis. Gan et al. (2011) proposed a multi-dimensionalities reputation computing method in electronic commerce by dividing trust into four dimensions and building utility function as one of the computing direct trust weight. Meanwhile, distinguishing recommendation trustworthiness and scale of recommendation nodes by relationship between recommendation nodes improves accuracy and objectivity of trust computing. However, the trustworthiness of recommendation is hardly fixed because of the lack of comparison of recommendation transaction contents and the lack of rewards and punishment mechanism probably leads to the embryo of oligarchy. Al-Oufi et al. (2012) proposed a group trust metric for identifying people of trust in online social networks in which evaluating method was from Advogato (http://www.advogato.org/) evaluated credibility of individual user in online social networks. Unlike Advogato method, that authors' method extended Advogato looked for the trustable users of each individual in social networks by integrating social relationship. While the extended trust measure propagation mechanism disseminated the capability of each node along a chain of social connections into successive nodes and designed capacity-first maximum flow in order to identify local trusted users and rank them in their trust level. Meanwhile, a sequential reliable user set was setup to block distrusted users to access personal network and so as to protect personal information. Kim and Phalak (2012) proposed a trust prediction framework in rating-based experience sharing social networks without a web of trust. Authors adopted the Rigg's algorithm to compute quality of service content and the user's trust degree of providing content because the clarity trust rank for credible websites is not always useful and is typically sparse. Zolfaghar and Abdollah (2011) proposed evolution of trust networks in social web applications using supervised learning. In order to predict the probability of trust relationship, the paper maps the current issue on formal link prediction problem and solves it with supervised learning. Although exponential functions were adopted in computing time weight in the model, the method lacked powerful support of theory. Jiang et al. (2012) proposed a SWTrust trustworthiness framework, instead of a complete trust evaluating model, which computes a trust graph in a large-scale online social networks and incorporates it in current trust model to enhance validation and practicality of trust model. Zhan and Fang (2011) proposed a novel computing method through incorporating three different components: profile similarity, information reliability, and social opinions. Whether the user is trustworthy depends on fusing computing of above-mentioned three components in networks, but how to determine the weight of the three components lacks theory foundations and proofs. Chen et al. (2009) proposed a bidding idea to improve trust query efficiency and trust-updating method of recommending nodes, which mainly adopted idea of the subjective logic-based trust model proposed by Jøsang (2001) . This model decided trust degree of object evaluated with three standards of credibility, incredibility and uncertainty by imported uncertain factors in evaluating experience. However, because there is not the explicit incentive strategy in bidding mechanism, many nodes are unwilling to do their best to bid. Meanwhile, system could not distinguish which recommendation is credible and which is not because of lacking evaluation for credibility of recommendation.
EigenRep model is a typical global reputation model that specifies the trust computing under the P2P environment (Kamvar and Schlosser, 2003) . Dou et al. (2004) proposed a global trust model that is intended to avoid the lack of security consideration in EigenRep Model, for instance, feigning, slandering and lack of punitive measures. Meanwhile, this model effectively solves the problem of trust recommendation. Wang et al. (2008) proposed a new trust model under the P2P e-commerce environment, which accelerates the direct trust by voting, in other words, stimulating nodes to vote positively to improve the reliability of trust. Zhang et al. (2006) discussed the dependent and restrictive relationship of between resource incentive mechanism and distribution mechanism, and proposed self-adaptive trust-incentive resource distribution mechanism in the view of economics and trust. Zhang et al. (2006) proposed dynamic value adjustment strategy of resource providers in the light of economics-based general equilibrium theory, and self-adaptive trust-incentive distribution strategy was drawn up according to supply and demand and load of current resource status. Wang et al. (2010) proposed a trust model based on transaction content similarity, and the model represents the trust degree of recommendation by taking advantage of service content similarity, and improved the reliability of trust recommendation. Due to the absence of appropriate incentive and punishment mechanism, there were still defects in reducing malicious recommendation. Amoretti and Zanichelli (2016) proposed a distributed reputation management system for service-oriented P2P networks, which exploits voting and effectively copes with trust misrepresentation attempts. Wang and Wu (2011) proposed a TM called MeTrust which can ensure the judgment from trust characteristic aspect by dividing influential evidence of trust into three different layers: node layer, path layer and graphic layer.
A few trust models adopted multi-dimension trustworthiness evaluation method (Blaze et al., 1996; Sabater and Sierra, 2001; Dou et al., 2004; Denko et al., 2011; Griffiths, 2005; Wang et al., 2007) which had certain effect on refraining malicious cheat, but system could randomly select service nodes from networks just and efficiency was so low. At the same time, the incompletion of trust analysis and computation method led poor efficiency in restraining malicious recommendation and malicious collaboratively recommendation, and updating recommendation trust.
From analysed above, we found there are four general issues in the current method of trust evaluation as follows:
1 The past trust models ignored how to select an appropriated service node in a large-scale social networks, as the past general practice, they randomly selected service nodes and assessed these nodes in experiments, but which did not agree with the reality.
2 The existing models seldom assessed service recommendation nodes, and assumed that recommendation of the higher trust is more trustworthy. But actually trustworthiness of recommendation could not be ensured.
3 In the networks, the recommending credibility of node does not equal to service credibility of node, but the trust models do not distinguish between them.
4 The current trust models lacked effective incentive strategies and methods to guarantee enthusiasm of recommending nodes. As the time elapsed, it leads that nodes loss the interest of recommendation and the scale of recommendation is gradually shrinking, which causes large deviation of recommendation trust computing and cannot assure the objectivity and accuracy of recommendation, and then this will affect comprehensive trust computing of nodes.
To solve these issues, we proposed a new trust evaluation model.
Trust evaluation model based on bidding and multi-attributes

Structure of trust evaluation model
We firstly give a structure of trust model in Figure 1 . The framework consists of four sections in which the part (1) represents bidding process of service nodes; the part (2) represents selection of ideal service nodes; the part (3) is to compute recommendation trust (3-1), which gets comprehensive trust value of service nodes (3-2) by fusing direct trust and recommendation trust with service influence function of including multi-attributes; the part (4) is the updating computation of recommendation trust for recommendation nodes. The logical relationship of the four parts is described as follows, firstly, evaluation nodes, VIZ. resource request nodes, send request information, the others will respond after they receive request information of evaluation nodes in social networks, and replying nodes complete bidding in part (1), so that inappropriate bidding nodes will be gotten rid of. Secondly, part (2) selects interactive node sequence by evaluating candidates and make an announcement of the node set. Thirdly, part (3) computes trust degree of selected nodes and obtains ideal interaction nodes. Finally, part (4) is responsible for updating and maintaining of trust recommendation. The paper firstly introduces several concepts as follows:
GT
Definition 1: Service provider, also known as target node or service node, refers to the node which provides resource service, and its trustworthiness will be evaluated by service requestor in social networks, denoted by SP.
Definition 2: Service recommendation node refers to the node which provides recommendation of service source for the service requestor in social networks in order to gain related economic interests and trust degree, denoted by SR.
Definition 3: Service requestor, also known as evaluator, is the node which evaluates trust of service provider in social networks, denoted by E.
Meanwhile, in order to easily understand formulas mentioned later, we use formalisation method to represent interaction among nodes, which is detailed as follows, when node i interacts with node j, where we use , i j X where X is direct trust or interaction content C, etc., represents their relationship, e.g.,
E SP
DT represents the trust value according to interaction history between evaluator E and service provider SP, the same as others.
From the view of behaviour cognitive, that we find that reliability and credibility of recommendation depend on familiarity between recommendation and evaluating nodes to a great extent. Thus, if there exists direct interaction experience between recommending and evaluating nodes, their recommending reliability is usually higher than reliability of recommending nodes without direct interaction experience, i.e., reliability of acquaintance recommendation is higher than stranger's reliability, and reliability of direct acquaintance recommendation is higher than indirect acquaintance's reliability. So it forms a trust recommending chain among evaluating node, recommending node and service node in social networks. Meanwhile, the closer recommending node is to evaluating node, the more trustworthy recommending node is (Lou and Dai, 2015) .
In Figure 2 , node 1 and node 2 are called direct recommendation nodes; node 3 is called indirect recommendation node; node 4, node 5 and 6 are un-acquaintance recommendation nodes. In consideration of human cognition, the evaluation is dependent on acquaintance degree between service nodes and evaluating nodes to a certain extent. In other words, the recommendation from node 1 usually has higher credibility than node 4, node 5 and 6, and is even higher than node 3 and node i.
From the perspective of social value, for aiming to get benefits from social activities no matter what nodes are malicious or not (assuming that all nodes in networks are rational nodes). Taking this into account, we introduced bidding method to guarantee higher interests of normal service than the interests of abnormal service (here, we have two classes of the resource service and the recommendation service). The rewards as bidding include two parts of gaining payments and reputation. The former is equivalent to 'hard incentive system' and the latter refers to 'soft incentive system' (Zhang et al., 2006) . With the bidding method, the incentivised nodes can do their best to do services for networks.
Therefore, we defined the related concepts as follows:
Definition 4: Service bidding messages (SBM) is defined as the following tetrad.
Evaluator ID ServiceContents
TimeStrap ward = SBM Among this, Evaluator_ID is equivalent to evaluating node; ServiceContents is the content of service and TimeStarp is the bidding-time window. Reward is a benefit to resource nodes and recommendation nodes after service, which consists of two aspects, the rewards and the trust evaluation. On the contrary, the phony recommendation and service nodes have to take the consequences.
Definition 5: Resource service messages (RSM) is defined as the following triple.
Resource Service ID ServiceContents Response Time
Among this, Resourece_Service_ID is equivalent to resource service bidding node; ServiceContents is content of service and ResponseTime is response time.
Bidding strategy and trust evaluation algorithm
Our bidding strategy and trust evaluation algorithm are as follows.
Input: Initialise network nodes
Output: a list of trusted nodes and a list of excellent recommendation nodes
Step 1 The evaluator sends service bidding messages (SBM) and receives the resource service application from resource nodes in return. Then system starts preliminary screening with the SBM conditions and acquires the corresponding resource service node sequence
Step 2 Making an announcement of the bidding node sequence SP 1 > SP 2 > ••• > SP n fed back to the network and recommending nodes according to sequence.
Step 3 Evaluating the bidding nodes' entropy weight from the announcement and arranging them by TOPSIS method. Then system will get the corresponding sequence in quality order like 1
Step 4 Computing the recommended nodes in four dimensions, by fusing their recommendation trust getting the comprehensive recommendation trust value ( 1,2, , ).
Step 5 Step 6 After the interaction between evaluation nodes and service nodes finished, system will update the trust value of recommendation nodes according to four key attributes which are respectively the probability of service success, the evolutionary level of recommendation capability, the trustworthiness itself, and the divergence of between the comprehensive recommendation value and the trustworthy value of target node .
i τ R At the same time, system will release an announcement of a list of untrust recommendation nodes to networks.
Selection method of service node based on entropy weight and TOPSIS
Information entropy of evaluation indexes
Supposing that there are m bidding nodes and n evaluators, we have y ij for the j th evaluation value of the i th bidding nodes, then we represent the evaluation value matrix of evaluation node as Y = (y ij ) m×n . Considering that dimension of each index value is different in the matrix, we standardise the value as formula (1), 2 1 ( 1, 2, , ;
1, 2, , )
Information entropy value of j th index of the evaluation matrix Y is:
Let k = 1/lnm, while the number of resource bidding nodes is certain, k will be a constant in order to guarantee 0 ≤ e j ≤ 1.
The general entropy is 0 1 , n j i E e = =  we define the deviation of j th index as formula (3),
From the entropy weight method we know information that evaluation algorithm with a higher deviation and a lower entropy weight provides is the more effective. Meanwhile, we would pay more attention when there is obvious difference among the evaluating algorithms. The higher an indicator's entropy value is, the smaller the difference among evaluating methods is for the indicator, at the same time, the smaller influence to evaluation result is. Hence, the weight factor of the j th indicator can be defined as follows:
From formula (2)~(4) and the entropy core, we concluded that the entropy value e j reaches a maximum when
At the same time, w j = 0 means the j th index does not provide any information about nodes SP to nodes E. Thus, we remove the index.
Selecting bidding nodes with TOPSIS method
TOPSIS (Hwang and Yoon, 1981) method is a simple and efficacious multi-attributions comprehensive evaluation method which evaluates the quality of finite objects and sorts them according to the closeness degree between current object and ideal targets. Its principle is if there are the shortest distance between evaluating object and optimum solution and the longest distance between evaluating object and the worst solution, the object is the best choice, and vice versa. Among this, value of each index of the ideal solution is the best value of the current evaluating index, and vice versa. If there exists m bidding nodes and n evaluating indexes, we define an evaluating index decision matrix Y = (y ij ) m×n and weighted normal decision matrix X, where elements x ij is ( 1, 2, , ;
1, 2, , ).
The ideal solution X + and the negative ideal solution X -are as follows:
in which J 1 is the profitable index collection represents the best value of the i th index; and J 2 is the consuming index collection represents the worst value of the i th index. The bigger the profitable index is, the smaller the consuming index is. In this case, it represents the evaluating result is the better and vice versa.
We compute the distance of resource node evaluation value from the best and worst evaluation value collections (ideal solution and negative ideal solution) by n-dimensional Euclidean formula:
Thus, the closeness degree between the resource service nodes and the ideal resource service nodes can be computed as follows:
( 1, 2, , )
Among this, c i reflects the closeness to ideal and negative ideal resource service of the i th resource service nodes. Apparently, when 0 < c i ≤ 1, the greater c i is, the higher priority resource service node is. While c i = 1, the i th resource service node is the optimum.
The comprehensive trust computation and evaluating of recommending credibility
The trust evaluation of service provider has two parts, which one is the direct trust between evaluator and service provider, and the other is recommending trust that is recommending nodes gave an evaluated value to service provider. It actually represents whether service provider is credibility from the view of recommendation nodes. So the comprehensive credibility of service provider can be computed by fusing direct trust and recommendation trust.
Direct trust
Direct trust is a trust value that obtained by evaluating the direct service of between evaluation node SR and resource service node SP. Direct trust computing involved with service successes, volume of service, etc. (Gan et al., 2011) . However, the past computing method of indexes weigh existed defect of subjective assumption and the method is both trivial and uncertain. We find whether service is successful is the most direct and the manifest standard of evaluating SP in computing direct trust, direct trust is a trust value that obtained by evaluating the direct service between evaluation node SR and resource service node SP. Which means not only to solve defect of subjective assumption of index weigh, but also to reduce the volume of multi-dimensions computing. Meanwhile, the time influence factor is taken into account, which can improve the accuracy of direct trust. The direct trust E SP DT represents direct mutual trust between evaluator E and resource service node SP, we represent it as formula (10):
In which, Actually, that credibility of a node which did not have any services in a long period should be attenuated with time, that is to say trust has time-attenuation. But it is hard to directly find out the relation between trust and time because trust involves too many factors, e.g., emotion, interaction history, mutual time and context environment, etc. However, it is as known that frequency of service is related to trust, and frequency of service is related to time, thus we express the time-attenuation of trust with the relationship of service frequency and time.
Therefore, we introduce function f(N(t)) with frequency of transaction N(t) within time t, N(t) meets the following terms:
is equivalent to number of transaction within (s, t] . i.e., stochastic {N(t), t ≥ 0} is counting process on temporal interval with length of t.
In conclusion, on interval t with arbitrary length, number of transaction N(t) between node E and SP is Poisson distribution with (parameter), 0. λt We get f(N(t)) as formula (11):
represents the average times per unit time. Thus, we get direct trust of node SP from node E on k.
( )
Recommendation trust
The computing formula of recommending trust model was given by Wang and Gui (2012) .
RT is the comprehensive trustworthiness evaluation to service nodes SP, where i, j, SP are respectively the recommendation node, evaluator node and service node. Among this, we initialise weight of strange node is 0.5 j SR ω = which represents the half of the trust degree when strange nodes join into networks.
We declare a trust degree called α, which is credibility of service node in the view of acquaintance:
Since the recommending path might intercross while the recommending node i is indirect acquaintance recommending node. To solve this problem, we set a threshold ε, and we will give up the node iff α < ε. ε is the difference empirical values according to the difference context. β is credibility of service node in the view of strange recommending node. We set 
Computing similarity degree of service content
The computing method of service content similarity is actually a complicated computing process involving multi-attributes, though Wang and Gui (2012) proposed the computing method of service-similarity degree, it did not consider multi-attributes factor of service-similarity, which will lead to coarse-grained issue of service-similarity computing. We use 1 2 ( , , , )
as the i th service vector that service provider gave recommending node in the period, and use 1 2 ( , , , )
as the current service vector that service provider gives evaluating node. Therefore, we use the cosine similarity with i a and j b represents service content similarity.
( ) , , , ,
The weight of service vector indicator ϖ τ can be computed by an entropy weight-based method. Supposing that the evaluating index sample data matrix
i is the amount of recommendation nodes, and τ is evaluation index and τ ≤ n, (n = 5). We can get the entropy weight of indexes according to information entropy concept:
In which, k = (lnm) 
From the analysis above, the service similarity degree can be computed as follows:
In which, ϖ τ is equivalent to the weight of the τ th index.
Evaluating of recommendation credibility
Recommendation credibility is the trustworthiness degree for recommendation nodes which is evaluated by other nodes in the network. Wang et al. (2007) proposed that recommendation trustworthiness is closely related to two aspects among the numerous factors: On one hand, from the perspective of service itself, the recommendation trustworthiness depends on the similarity between evaluator's request content and service content that service node has proposed to recommending nodes on a large-scale. On the other hand, considering the human cognition, the synthesis trustworthiness of evaluated object is related to the familiarity between recommendation nodes and evaluation nodes. In the practical situations, the recommendation trustworthiness also depends on the service timing and frequency of service between service nodes and recommending nodes. T k is for the number of service. We can reach the conclusion that k is in inverse proportion to Δt′ in [t 0 , t i ], which means the higher k is, the shorter Δt′ is, VIZ. the closer
SR SP
T and E SP T are. Thus, recommendation trustworthiness is related to the service frequency in a period, that is to say, the high-frequency service leads to the shorter distance to .
E SP T
Figure 5
Relationship between the number of service and time of service for recommendation nodes (see online version for colours)
From the mentioned above, it is the service frequency of node that concerns the recommendation trustworthiness of recommendation node in that period. The time-sensitive functions have been proposed in the previous trust models, and the relevant mathematical expressions have been given. For instance, Gan et al. (2011) proposed a time-sensitive function according to time window of each service. However, relationship between the time sensibility and credibility is not a simple linear or exponent relation. Obviously, Gan et al.'s (2011) thinking to the time-sensitive function has remarkable subjectivity. So we gave a following theorem to determine the recommendation time influence function. We consider N(t) as number of service provided by service nodes and recommendation nodes on interval [0, t), t ≥ 0. Let {N(t), t ≥ 0} be a stochastic process called counting progress, which has a status of non-negative integers and continuous time. 
Figure 6 is an illustration of sample function N(t). We consider N(t) -N(t 0 ) N(t 0 , t), 0 ≤ t 0 < t, N(t) is the number of services of arbitrary recommendation node on [0, t).
There are k times of services on [t 0 , t), i.e., {N(t 0 , t i ) = k} is an event. 
t t t P t t e k t t k
2 The increments of non-overlapped intervals are independent.
3 To consider sufficiently small Δt, P 1 (t, t + Δt) = P{N(t, t + Δt) = 1} = λΔt + o(Δt). In which, the constant λ refers to the intensity and λ > 0, and o(Δt) is the infinitesimal of higher order of Δt since Δt → 0. λ is the expected value of services quantity of unit interval.
4 To consider sufficiently small Δt, 2 ( , )
e., compared with the probability of service quantity of 1 in [t, t + Δt), the probability of service quantity of two or more is negligible.
Because the repeating services can weaken influence of time-attenuation by collaborative recommendation in a certain period, we introduce the service content similarity and acquaintance between recommendation nodes and evaluators to guarantee trustworthiness of recommendation. Recommendation reliability (RR i ) can be calculated by the following formula. 
Sim C C is the service content similarity between recommending nodes and evaluators, α, β and ω are as above.
So formula (13) is changed as following equation.
Comprehensive trust
Computing method of comprehensive trust is as follows:
Among this, λ + γ = 1, λ, γ ∈ [0, 1], λ and γ are the weight factors of direct trust and recommendation trust. In view of social relations, the trust gained from direct interaction is higher than indirect interaction's. With the increase of mutual among nodes, the resource requestors prefer the target nodes with high direct interaction trust, i.e., λ and γ dynamically change along with the interaction frequency. A greater λ and a smaller γ demonstrate that the direct trust will take larger proportion with the increase of k while the recommendation trust has a smaller proportion. At the same time, it is only 50-50 that evaluator trusts an arbitrary evaluated strange service node, thus a service influence function λ(k) was introduced as follows:
Among this, λ(k) is a dynamic function which has a variable of k. While n -k = 0, i.e., k = n, indicates that there are direct interactions between resource requestor and target nodes. In the case, there is not recommendation from other nodes, and λ = 1. While k = 0, i.e., λ(k) = 0, indicates that the comprehensive trust computing relies on the recommendations from other nodes and there is no direct trust among the nodes.
Updating recommendation trust values based on multi-attributes for recommendation nodes
In social networks, a node is both service node and recommending node, so a node has both comprehensive trust value and recommendation trust value. We knew though two kinds of trust are related to each other, they are largely different. When we say that a node had a higher credibility, we would distinguish the node is as a content service node or as a recommending node. Because a higher trust value does not indicate a higher recommendation trust. We consider four key attributes for updating recommending trust: successful recommendation ratio, evolution degree of recommending capability, credibility of recommending nodes and deviation between recommending credibility and comprehensive trust. The updating method can be applied to recommending credibility computation.
The recommendation trust RT′ can be expressed as a tetrad ( -1) ( , , , ) .
( 1) n i RSR − is equivalent to the successful recommendation ratio, REC represents evolution degree of recommendation capability, GT shows the service credibility of recommendation nodes and Diff is the deviation between recommendation credibility and comprehensive trust. Thus, the formalised computing formula of RT′ is:
Among this, 
Evolution degree of recommendation capability
Definition 6: Evolution degree is the improvement of recommendation capability of service nodes, and it concerns several indices (recommendation accuracy, successful recommendation ratio, etc.), which vary with the increase of recommendations.
Instead of experiences, the evolution degree of recommendation capability mainly concerns the recommendation contribution to network. Therefore, we put forward recommendation evolution computing method based on Markov process theory.
A Markov chain (discrete-time Markov chain or DTMC) named after Andrey Markov is a random process that undergoes transitions from one state to another on a state space (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain). The mathematical concepts are as follows:
Definition 7: Let a stochastic progress {X(t), t ∈ T} with n arbitrarily values of time t 1 < t 2 < •••, t n , n ≥ 3, t i ∈ T within state-space I. The distribution function of X(t n ) remains the same while the condition X(t i ) = x i , x i ∈ I, (i = 1, 2, •••, n -1) turns into X(t n-1 ) = x n-1 , namely that, ( ) In conclusion, the process {X(t), t ∈ T} has Markov properties, which can be referred to as Markov process. The
Markov process with discrete time and discrete status is called Markov chain.
The computing steps of recommendation improvement capability are as follows:
Step 1 Evaluation rank To evaluate the recommendation capability of nodes, the paper establishes a rank of evaluation and represents the level with evaluation indexing set V{v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , …, v n }.
Step 2 Ranking proportions To count the evaluation recommendation nodes of different levels, M i is brought in to represents the number of nodes in the i th level, and s i ' is referred to as the corresponding proportion, that is 1 , .
Step 3 State transition
The vector 1 2 ( , , , )
is defined to express evaluation status of recommendation capability of nodes w, state for short, and parameter t (t is a discrete magnitude) represents time, then k w S expresses the k th state of w. The state changes with t, which is called state transition.
Step 4 Service probability matrix 
Among this, P ij is referred to as the transition probability from state i to j,
The given progress results x 1 , x 2 , •••, x n can quantify the recommendation capability as F w , i.e., The Markov chain is said to be ergodic then (Wang, 1987) . As long as steady-state S w = (S 1 , S 2 , •••, S n ) is worked out, it can be used to calculate improvement of w, which can be figured out by the following formula:
Instead of recommendation capability score, F w is referred to as the improvement degree during this period. Larger F w represents larger improvement comparing with the previous.
Case illustration of evolution of recommendation capability
Let w 1 , w 2 as recommendation nodes, where establishes a rank of 5 levels (high degree of confidence, trust basic trust, distrust, a high degree of distrust), respectively referred to as (HT, T, BT, DT, HDT). The nodes of each level and transition state of w 1 , w 2 are shown as Table 1 and Table 2 .
• Previous actual state: 
The steady-state of w 1 , w 2 can be worked out by ( ) 0.
T T w w
I − = P S The steady-state of w 1 can be calculated by the following formula, 
Thus, 1 (10 / 33, 7 /11, 2 / 33, 0, 0). 
Simulation experiment and result analysis
The design and verification of the simulation experiment on interaction node selection and trust relation computing has been given in the following contents. The simulation experiments are designed to verify the authenticity of selected ideal interaction nodes and to identify the strategy-cheating nodes and malicious nodes. Meanwhile, the restraint on malicious or collaborative cheating can be judged by recommendation capability, recommendation accuracy and successful recommendation ratio. Because EigenRep model is a typical global reputation model that specifies the trust computing under the P2P environment, we select EigenRep compared with other models in order to show experiment results of our algorithm.
We carry out experiment to simulate the recommendation service algorithm and verify its effectiveness. 1,000 nodes and 1,000 kinds of services were set. These services are assigned to the nodes at random, and every node at least has one service content. The simulation experiment is composed of several periods and every node interacts during each period. Let the initial trustworthiness be of 0.5.
The simulation experiment is based on Java; CPU is 3.0 G and the memory is 2 G in the running environment.
Experiment 1:
The analysis and comparison of strategy deceptions.
To recognise the intermittent strategy cheating, the paper measures the perception capability of this method for strategy cheating, which differs from EigenRep model and general model (interactions are regarded as the unique condition).
The experiment simulates the intermittent cheating of malicious nodes, which gained high trustworthiness during a period through successful interactions. In Figure 7 , in the less service cycles, we can see clearly that general model has a low recognition ratio of strategy cheating nodes. From 5th to 10th cycle, the method we proposed makes trustworthiness of strategy cheating nodes is 55.3%~68.9%, which is lower than both EigenRep model's (57.7%~72.3%) and general model's (96%~98%). It is indicated that strategy cheating is easily recognised by our method and EigenRep model at beginning. With the increasing number of transaction cycles, the malicious nodes take strategy measures to improve successful service ratio, which enhance its trustworthiness in EigenRep model and our method.
Strategy malicious cheating occurred along with the trustworthiness of malicious nodes reaching a certain degree on the 25th cycle. Compared with the slightly decreased trustworthiness in general model and EigenRep model, the trustworthiness of malicious nodes is decreased dramatically in our method.
On the 30th cycle, we can find that the malicious nodes deceive general model and EigenRep model to improve their trustworthiness by interacting as good nodes, but the deception is recognised by our method.
After the 40th cycle, the trustworthiness of malicious is decreased more rapidly in our method than general model and EigenRep model. According to the experiment results, compared with EigenRep model and general model, the recommendation trust model is more sensitive to the unexpectedly alteration. While the intermittent deception occurred, the trustworthiness decline rapidly; with the time elapsing, the velocity of decline is much greater than restoration, i.e., the method we proposed is good at identifying strategy deception nodes.
Experiment 2: Analysis and comparison in different malicious recommendation nodes.
In Figure 8 , with the increasing of malicious nodes, it is clear that the method we proposed is more effective for its great improvement of successful interaction ratio than the EigenRep model. When the percentage of malicious node is less than 40%, the successful interaction ratio is inversely proportion to the number of malicious nodes. However, the successful interaction ratio in our method is decreased more slowly than EigenRep model.
The percent rate of malicious node is from 40% to 60%, the restraint on malicious nodes in our method is more effective than EigenRep model. Compared with the EigenRep model, our recommendation trust algorithms has kept a high successful service ratio even when the percentage of malicious nodes reaches 60%. The model restrains the malicious node effectively no matter it is a pure or collaboration malicious node.
Experiment 3: Analysis and comparison in the fixed malicious nodes.
It can be discovered that the dynamic service in the paper can indicate a higher successful interaction ratio with the increasing interaction cycles under the circumstance which has a fixed amount of malicious service nodes of 40%.
Experiment 4: Analysis and comparison of malicious collaborative recommendation.
In Figure 10 , the increasing rate of malicious recommendation nodes and the decreasing accuracy of trust computing can lead to the more failed interactions and lower successful interaction ratio. While the percentage of malicious recommendation nodes increases, the successful interaction ratio decreases because of each malicious recommendation, which is related to its trustworthiness and keeps reducing its recommendation trustworthiness. Although Hassan model (Jameel et al., 2005) has certain restraint capability, it assumes that recommendation nodes have high trustworthiness, at the same time, it lacks punishment mechanism. Therefore, the dishonest recommendation influence cannot be weakened easily and the successful interaction frequency decreases rapidly.
The model we propose can decelerate the decline of successful service ratio by keeping honest nodes on the recommendation path away from the dishonest nodes while the percentage of dishonest recommendation nodes increases. The recommendation service evaluation algorithm proposed by us can adjust trustworthiness dynamically by introducing service content similarity and enhancing recommendation competence with incentive measures. Compared to Hassan model our method can identify malicious nodes to make recommendation information more accurate. 
We design experiments respectively on three vital attributions of recommendation service of nodes. In the service accuracy experiment of recommendation, the average accuracy of whole service has been introduced because of the random distribution and selection. In the evolution level experiment of recommendation service ability, a node of higher trustworthiness of 80% and a node of lower trustworthiness of 60% (which gained the basic trust) are selected as static recommendation nodes. Thus, we get the recommendation evolution ability of each period and the success rate of recommendation service according to service cycles is also designed in the experiment.
The average recommendation accuracy experiment of nodes
In Figure 11 , the EigenRep has a certain value of recommendation while the service periods increases, i.e., the transaction content similarity of recommendation nodes cannot be evaluated. Therefore, we cannot evaluate its trustworthiness efficaciously with EigenRep model and it goes against the reality. Compared with the EigenRep model, the current algorithm shows practical quality, that is to say, the recommendation accuracy changes with the changing of service periods. It is indicated that the recommendation accuracy declines while the recommendation content is different from service content. Considering the mention above, the algorithm we proposed in this paper is in accordance with the reality.
The experiment on evolution degree of recommendation capability
In this experiment, a node of higher trustworthiness and a node of lower trustworthiness are selected as referential static recommendation nodes to evaluate the recommendation capability evolution level. Thus, we can draw the conclusion easily: the corresponding change has been taken place while the service periods increase of these two nodes. Figure 12 shows the evolution level of recommendation ability of two nodes, in which TON: 80% represents the trustworthiness of one node is 80%, and TON: 60% represents the trustworthiness of the other node is 60%. From result of the experiment, we can see progress degree of recommendation capability of node where TON is 80% is lower than the other node's in the former 30 service periods, with the increase of service cycles, and the recommendation evolution degrees of the two nodes are approaching to each other. The result represents the ratio of recommendation successful of two nodes is also increasing when the trustworthiness of the two recommendation nodes has been improved and their trustworthiness is close. The results of our experiment conform to actual situation.
Therefore, we can ensure the fairness between competitive bidding nodes because their recommendation evolution degrees are almost equal, which means our algorithm is in accordance with reality. Figure 13 shows changing of the successful recommendation ratio in different malicious recommendation rate while the service period increases. In which, RMRN is ratio of malicious recommendation nodes, and RMRN: 20% represents ratio of malicious recommendation nodes is 20%, likewise. The lower the ratio of malicious nodes is the higher ratio of the successful recommendation is. The successful recommendation ratio stays 64% with our algorithm in the percentage of malicious recommendation nodes of 40%, i.e., our algorithm has a preferable robustness in coping with attacks from malicious recommendation nodes.
The experiment on successful recommendation ratio
Conclusions and next works
In the paper, a dynamic trust model based on bidding and multi-attributes in social networks is presented. Through the model several significant issues in networks are solved effectively. Firstly, a bidding strategy built by the paper copes with laziness question of nodes in order to make nodes active. Secondly, by TOPSIS method, model can select a few the correct service node avoiding the defection of random selecting service node; thirdly, the model can also distinguish between recommending trust and service trust. Experiment results prove that the model can effectively restrain cheat of nodes, malicious recommendation of nodes and collaborative cheat, etc.; at the same time, experiment analysis also represented that the model can incent nodes to do the best to join recommendation and evaluation. However, our model has still some weaknesses, for example, our solution will cause an issue of performance overhead with expansion of networking, specifically in large-scale networking environment. We found that operating efficiency of the system dropped when the number of nodes was over 500, and then operating efficiency of the system dropped sharply when the number of nodes was over 1,000. Therefore，we selected 1,000 nodes in our experiments as a compromise.
Moreover, our algorithm also has other two limitations, in which one is that we supposed the shifting probability is a constant variable in the process of Markov and the other is that we supposed time is infinite. In fact, the shifting probability is ever changing and time is also finite.
To deal with these issues, we will keep going on studying by optimising our algorithm and finding other solutions in order to improve performance of system in further. At the same time, we are going to research the relationship between access control and trust in big data and large-scale networking environment.
Theorem 1 proof
Let P n (t) = P{N(t) = n} = P{N(t) -N(0) = n}, n ≥ 1 then
( ) Supposing that formula (5.10) is true, when n = n -1. Thus, by formula (1), we can obtain that ( 
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